WHAT'S YOUR URL?

E. Scott Medling, CHP
AAHP Web Master

Our Academy moves into Cyberspace!
As part of its continuing effort to enhance communications to and between members, the AAHP has published a page on the Internet's World Wide Web. We hope the page will help candidates learn how to get certified, help CHPs renew their certification, and provide information of interest to the Academy membership. The page can be viewed on the Internet by most browser software that is equivalent to Netscape Version 2 or later. The URL (Uniform Resource Locator, i.e., Web talk meaning "address") is

http://phantom.ehs.uiuc.edu/~aahp/

At present, the page includes the following material:

**AAHP**
- The Preamble and Bylaws of the AAHP;
- Lists of members: plenary, emeritus, and associate;
- Roster of the Executive Committee and other AAHP committees;
- Exam results, as available.

**ABHP**
- Prospectus;
- Calculator Policy and list of permitted calculators;
- Roster of the Board and Panels of Examiners;
- Recent Part II Exams.*

**Continuing Education (CE)**
- CE Policy;
- List of approved CE courses (updated at approximately monthly intervals).

**CHP News & “CHP Corner”**
- Recent issues, as published and/or co-distributed in the *HPS Newsletter.*

*Exams and other material on the AAHP Web page may be copyrighted by the AAHP and, as such, may be copied only for personal, non-commercial use.

Distance is merely a pseudo-dimension in Cyberspace.
I maintain the page from southern California (San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station) on a machine at the University of Illinois that sits on Melissa Woo's desk in the Environmental Health & Safety Department.

The page is intended to serve the needs of Academy members and candidates. Please feel free to send me comments and/or suggestions for improvement. Browsers can send e-mail to me or the AAHP Secretariat by clicking on the "mailbox" icons at the bottom of the first page.

---

**FINAL CALL!**

**Editor, CHP News and “CHP Corner”**

The AAHP Nominating Committee is seeking candidates for the position of Editor of the *CHP News* and the "CHP Corner." The *CHP News* is the newsletter of the AAHP. Currently, it is published semi-annually and co-distributed with the June and December issues of the *HPS Newsletter.* The "CHP Corner" is a full-page column published in the *HPS Newsletter* in the remaining months.

Current functions of the Editor include the following:
- Attending, in a non-voting status, the AAHP Executive Committee meetings held at the Annual and Midyear meetings of the HPS,
- Remaining current as to the activities of the AAHP and ABHP,
- Writing and soliciting articles for publication in the *CHP News* and "CHP Corner;" 
- Providing typing, editing, and formatting for these publications,
- Preparing and submitting budget requests to the AAHP Finance Committee, and
- Submitting the *CHP News* and "CHP Corner" on schedule to the *HPS Newsletter* for printing and distribution.

If you have questions concerning this position, you may contact the current Editor, Nancy Daugherty. Please submit applications by 1 December 1996 to Lee Booth, Chair of the AAHP Nominating Committee:

**LEE BOOTH CHP**
**CANBERRA INDUSTRIES**
**150 SPRING LAKE DRIVE**
**ITASCA IL 60143**

708-285-3030 W
708-285-3100 FAX